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MERCHANTS
AND POETS
OF GENOA
In 1576, the Senate of the Republic of
Genoa created lists, the “Rolls of public
housing”, which included the main
noble palaces of the city. The owners
of the palaces listed in the rolls were
given the honour to receive diplomats,
dignitaries and aristocratic visitors. The
model of public hospitality created
in Genoa was unique, and thanks to
the City’s international guests, such
as the famous Flemish painter Peter
Paul Rubens, Genoa became famous
throughout Europe for the quality of its
architecture and for the refined and high
level lifestyle.
To celebrate Genova noble tradition,
guests will be received by the owners
of two extraordinary private palaces of
Genoa, a city often overlooked but filled
with amazing surprises. Following a
fascinating visit, recalling the mercantile
roots of the Superba, guests will enjoy
an elegant private lunch inside a richly
decorated private palace.
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WALKING IN
THE REGIONAL
PARK OF PORTOFINO
Venture on a wonderful walk to the
secluded bay of San Fruttuoso, a place
of unparallelled beauty that can be
reached only on foot or by boat. From the
entrance of the Splendido Mare, passing
through Via Roma, you will arrive in Via
del Fondaco. From there climb up and
follow the directions to San Sebastiano
where you will find a charming church
called “La Cappelletta”. During this walk
you will reach some of the most beautiful
and unspoilt viewpoints in the area, such
as Cala degli Inglesi. After reaching Base
0, you’ll start descending towards San
Fruttuoso where a succulent picnic awaits
either on the beach or on our wooden
boat. Jump aboard and let us pamper you
on the way back to the hotel.

The walk lasts 2 hours and the path stretches
for 4.2 km. Even inexperienced walkers can
enjoy this experience. Sturdy footwear is
recommended as paths can be steep or
uneven. Please check with the Concierge
for more challenging or easier paths.
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CINQUE TERRE
In this little corner of Liguria, generations have
carved out the landscape from the steep terraces
that plunge into the sea. Over 7,000km of
drystone walling, cleverly constructed without
cement, frames vineyards that reach down almost
to the lapping waves. The astonishing area is both
a protected national park and a UNESCO World
Heritage Site.
The Famous Five
Departing from Portofino, the first village you
come to is Monterosso al Mare, which boasts an
expansive beach and promenade. Vernazza is a
natural port, protected from the sea by a rocky
promontory, and the only safe landing point
in the Cinque Terre. Corniglia, nestling on a hill
surrounded by vineyards, is a delightful cluster of
multicoloured houses. Equally picturesque are the
unspoilt villages of Manarola and Riomaggiore,
clinging to the rock face.
Fabulous footpaths
Without doubt, the best way to appreciate the
Cinque Terre is on foot. Along paths that until
recently were the only means of communication
you discover bewitching landscapes, suspended
between sky and sea. Terraced vineyards alternate
with strips of olive trees and, where man has
abandoned the soil, the Mediterranean scrub has
taken over, a fragrant profusion of euphorbia,
broom, pink cistus and agaves. Some routes
may be temporarily unavailable for scheduled
maintenance, please make sure to check with the
concierge before hitting the road.
Walking times between villages:
Monterosso - Vernazza 2 hours
Vernazza - Corniglia 1 hour 30 minutes

A 5 Euro ticket is needed to access the routes.
Sturdy footwear is recommended as paths can be
steep/uneven. Please check with the Concierge which
paths are currently open.
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BOAT TOUR
TO PORTOVENERE
Explore Portovenere, a picture-perfect
fishing village overlooking the Gulf of
Poets, and a UNESCO World Heritage
Site. There’s much here to delight, from
the seafront lined with candy-coloured
houses built on the rocks, to the lovely
old town, a tight maze of medieval
streets and artisan workshops. You’ll be
met by a local guide for a fascinating
literary tour, full of rich stories about the
poets and writers who have fallen in love
with Portovenere. Stop for a dip in Lord
Byron’s Grotto, before travelling over to
unspoilt Palmaria Island to have lunch
overlooking the water at the celebrated
Locanda Lorena.

Subject to weather conditions.
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VISIT TO THE LIGHTHOUSE
The protected Parco Regionale di
Portofino occupies most of the headland
jutting between the Ligurian resorts
of Camogli and Rapallo. Part forested
ridge, part Mediterranean scrub, it is
traffic-free, making it an inviting place
to walk. Take an easy, short stroll from
the harbour up a series of steps to the
Church of San Giorgio, dramatically
situated on the promontory’s narrow
neck. Savour the wonderful views
before continuing to Castello Brown, an
imposing building once inhabited by the
British Consul, Montague Yeats Brown.
The enchanting dwelling boasts beautiful
terraced gardens, including twin pines
that Brown planted to celebrate his
marriage. Continue along the headland
to the lighthouse and perhaps enjoy a
replenishing break with local products
at the bar handled by a sustainable local
farm, overlooking the turquoise sea
before retracing your steps.
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PRIVATE MOTOR BOAT TOUR
Portofino’s nautical heritage lures you
into the waves. If, like many before
you, you can’t resist then head out to
explore. Our luxurious private motor
boat, the Chris-Craft Corsair 36 is
perfect for up to eight guests. Enjoy
a leisurely cruise around the coast,
or venture beyond the harbour to
discover the stunning Gulf of Tigullio.
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GOZZO TO GO
Take to the water for an unforgettable
excursion aboard our gorgeous wooden
gozzo. These traditional fishing boats
epitomise Portofino’s golden-era charm.
Drift dreamily along the Italian Riviera,
exploring the coves and bays that dot
the coast. There’s no finer way to savour
the slow pleasures of local life. Enjoy an
exciting ride along the promontory to
discover San Fruttuoso Abbey, spying
the underwater Abyss wine at Cala
degli Inglesi, and anchoring for a swim
at Punta Chiappa. The sun setting over
Camogli as you sip a glass of chilled
local wine is a sight to behold.

Subject to availability. Speak to the
Concierge to arrange your gozzo tour.
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PARAGGI BEACH LOUNGING
A stay in Portofino calls for a day at
the beach.
This secluded Paraggi Beach nestles
into the coastline just a short drive
from the Splendido by courtesy
shuttle. As our guest, you’ll have your
own private lounger waiting for you
on the golden sands. Soak up the sun,
swim in the warm aquamarine waves
and enjoy a light seafood lunch right
by the water.
Services include: beach concierge and
attendant, beach lounge, umbrella,
vaporizers, selection of magazines,
books and beach games, sunscreen
on request.

Every day from
June 1st to September 30th, 2021
Advance beach reservation requested
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PIZZA MAKING
Join our expert pizza-makers at
the pool restaurant and discover
how they knead their dough to
create such mouth-watering results.
Suitable for adults and children, the
experience can be personalised to
your tastes with different flavours
and toppings.

Ask the Concierge about
pizza-making sessions.
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PESTO
MASTERCLASS
Learn how to make traditional
Ligurian pesto to an original recipe so
that you can recreate it back home.
Fresh basil, pine nuts, parmesan, olive
oil, garlic and the helping hand of
our Chef are all you need for this fun
activity. After preparing the sauce
you will be able to sample it with
pasta in the popular local dish, trofie
al pesto. Also, make sure to dine in
our restaurant to discover a full
range of pesto specialities.

Ask the Concierge to arrange
your masterclass. Available for a
minimum of 6 people.
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VISIT TO
LA PORTOFINESE
ECO FARM
Venture high onto the protected
Mount of Portofino, just a short
drive away with private transfer, to
visit the verdant grounds of a selfsufficient eco-farm. Discover tranquil
olive groves, beehives and flourishing
vineyards jutting towards the scenic
Cala degli Inglesi – Bay of the English.
After exploring, enjoy a tasty picnic
in a panoramic spot and feast on
homemade focaccia, local Parma
ham, salami, fresh fruits, farm-to-table
vegetable pies, the farm’s own honey
and cheese, craft beer and white
wine. Or taste these delicacies at a no
ordinary table prepared especially for
you among the only vineyards with
charming sea views in the area.
Want to keep active? The protected
Mount of Portofino can be reached by
pedaling along the beautiful coast in
the company of a private guide.

You’re welcome to enjoy the eco-farm all
day long: stay as long as you wish. The
average stay is around 3 hours. A private
guide is available on request. Roundtrip
transfer available from the hotel and the
Portofino parking facility.
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SUNSET CRUISE AND
ROMANTIC DINNER AT
SAN FRUTTUOSO BAY
Sip a refreshing apéritif on a Chris-Craft
Corsair 36 speedboat as the sun goes
down on Portofino Bay. Depart at 17:30
and reach San Fruttuoso, a secluded bay
only accessible from the water or on foot.
Enjoy canapés and a bottle of chilled
champagne on board as the crystal-clear
waters shimmer at your feet, and return
to Portofino at around 19:00.
If you wish the magic to continue, let us
prepare a special table for two on the
beach, where you will be served local
specialities beneath the starry skies.
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